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ACCENDO CELLARS PRESS PACK 

 

Accendo : to kindle, illuminate, inflame, arouse.  

 

When your name is associated with one of the most highly respected wines from the Napa 
Valley, why would you choose to do it all over again?  

 

While most septuagenarians would probably take stock of their impressive legacy and start 
to ease into retirement, the Araujo reaction to the sale of their eponymous estate, in 2013, 
was to start all over again. The obvious question is to ask why? Their answer is simple – 
“Our best wine is yet to be made”. And you can’t help but believe them.  

Accendo Cellars is an all-together different project for the Araujo family. The first 
difference is that this is a multi-generational venture – for their family, for their growers 
and also for their clients.  

 

For almost 25 years, Bart and Daphne Araujo were custodians of a truly exceptional 
vineyard site. In contrast, the wines from Accendo Cellars take their inspiration from the 
great reference points of Napa Valley history – the wines produced in the 1950s, 60s and 
70s by a handful of winemaking greats, most notably Inglenook and Mondavi. These were 
wines that were blends of fruit assembled from outstanding Oakville and Rutherford 
vineyards.  

Accendo is the Araujo family’s homage to that history.  
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History 

Anyone who has visited the Napa Valley understands how the majestic beauty of the 
landscape, the unique luminosity and the unmatched hospitality leave an indelible imprint 
on one’s heart.  

 

The Araujo family knows well the enchanting powers of the Napa Valley. 

 

In 1990, Bart and Daphne Araujo embarked on the project of a lifetime, with the Eisele 
Vineyard. As Bart explains, “It is a truly magical corner of the world. We knew little about grape growing 
and winemaking at the time, but I knew about starting and running businesses1, and Daphne knew how to grow 
plants, and we were both ready for a new challenge.” 

“It is relatively easy to make a sound wine. However, excellence comes from working outside of the box. I find 
winemaking truly fascinating because, at its highest level, it requires a combination of technical and scientific 
expertise plus a level of artistic interpretation and instinct. It is humbling that, no matter how much you do, or 
how much you invest, you can only ever really control 50% of the variables that impact you.”  

 

“We want to carry on pushing ourselves. Constantly. Every single day. There are no guidelines for where we 
want to go.  We just always want to find ways to do better the things that most people feel we already do well.” 

 

 

 

 

																																																													
1 Harvard MBA 
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Inspiration 

Each member of the family has come to Accendo Cellars via their own unique journey, but 
all can attest to the powerful, almost magnetic pull of the Napa Valley, that charms with its 
magic and inspires those working the land to strive for perfection.  

 

As Bart explains, “We work with some growers who, up until recently, had only ever worked with the 
Mondavi family, since the 1960s when Robert Mondavi started his eponymous estate. They talk about Bob as 
though he’s still alive. There is such strong emotion when dealing with the land and its peers. That instills respect. 
We want to continue and honor that legacy, yet overlay it with modern winemaking technology.” 

 

With Araujo Estate, they patiently listened to the land and allowed it to guide them into 
producing some of the most highly respected wines from the Napa Valley.  

With Accendo Cellars, the Araujo family pays homage to an earlier era and marks the 
beginning of a promising new paradigm:  

• to source grapes from some of the finest vineyard sites and terroirs in the Napa 
Valley;  

• to make a wine of balance and tension in the style of Napa Valley’s golden era;  

• to produce wine with the commitment, energy and meticulous attention to detail 
that have characterized their past endeavors.  
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Relationships & Family 

Accendo Cellars may be a relatively new venture, but it already has a long history.  

 

It is a credit to the family that the small team of professionals who helped build Araujo 
Estate followed them in their new venture. The collective knowledge and experience of 
professionals like winemakers Françoise Peschon (1993) and Nigel Kinsman (2010), 
oenologist Michel Rolland (1999), viticulturist Steve Matthiasson (2006), and vineyard 
manager Pete Richmond (2001) are integral to their winemaking success.  

 

Their relationship with growers in the valley is equally important. Relationships are long-
standing, so much so that in some cases they are now working with the second and third 
generation. Agreements that are based on mutual respect and rigorous expectations provide 
the core of the Araujos’ philosophy. With some growers, they are working with ten, twenty 
or even forty year contract horizons. This is a far cry from the cut and thrust image the 
outside world sometimes has of the Napa Valley.  

 

Multi-generational respect is also evident within the family quartet.  

 

Bart & Daphne Araujo 

Bart Araujo is an enchantingly complex character, driven by a genuine fascination of the 
wine industry, boundless energy and a razor-sharp analytic eye.  

In contrast, Daphne cuts a calmer, more poised figure. Their relationship is symbiotic, 
complementary, yet it would be a mistake to think that Daphne is any less driven or 
passionate than her husband. It is largely thanks to Daphne’s understanding of horticulture  
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and landscape design that they were among the early converts to organic and biodynamic 
viticulture in the 1990s. As she explains, “We allowed ourselves to be educated by the land. When you 
pay attention, it becomes very obvious whether your plants are reacting well to your practices. We were lucky 
enough to meet like-minded people who helped us convert our vineyards to organic and then to biodynamic 
practices. It may not be an inherent part of our region’s history, but it is definitely part of our future.”  

 

Jaime and Greg Araujo 

Just as they are now working with the new generation of growers, Accendo Cellars also 
heralds the arrival of the second generation of Araujos. It comes as no surprise that these 
siblings are both strong-willed, determined, independent individuals. 

Interestingly, both Jaime and Greg chose to forge successful careers far from the family nest, 
however, neither was able to resist the pull of the Valley, and both recently moved back to 
the region with their families.  

 

When one thinks of four people in a company, the temptation is to think of four corners of 
a box. However the Araujos seem to mesh together, overlaying each other’s competences, 
bringing in a different perspective, making the sum greater than the individual parts.  

 

Greg’s path was unconventional. He is perhaps the one who was the most clearly pre-
destined for the role, but the one who also resisted the longest. The family’s arrival in Napa 
ignited Greg’s interest in food and gastronomy, and in 1995, fresh out of college, he 
became the first American to study at the prestigious Luis Irizar cooking school in San 
Sebastian, in Spain. “That time wasn’t simply about the amazing food and wine I was introduced to, but 
also the work ethic and discipline that comes with working in high level restaurants. I have nothing but the utmost 
respect for the hard work that goes into the food and wine trades.”  
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On returning to the United States, Greg was offered a position within the oil business, and 
for the next 15 years, he would work as an oil trader in various locations around the world, 
but his love of food and wine never waned. When the opportunity arose to work on a new 
family venture, the timing was finally right.  

 

Greg’s sister, Jaime, meanwhile chose to earn her spurs in a different way, creating an 
international marketing consultancy for the wine trade, based in Paris, after having 
previously worked for the wine and spirits arm of LVMH.  

 

“25 years ago, my parents were operating in a far less crowded marketplace. It was considered a luxury for 
customers to be on the mailing list of a winery that no one could find. Accendo Cellars is both the antithesis, and 
yet somehow also the modern-day continuation of that; taking important lessons from the past and creating 
something unique, beautiful and resolutely modern.  

Rather than focusing on single vineyards, we are blending from multiple sites around Oakville.  

Rather than limiting ourselves to our own site, we get to work with our friends, people in the valley we like and 
respect. 

Rather than hiding ourselves away behind closed doors, we want you to come and taste – so much so that we are 
making wine at Wheeler Farms in St Helena, in the center of the Valley, where we can welcome our customers 
personally. 

Times have changed. The market has changed. The buyers have changed and so have the clients. It’s multi-
generational, it’s inter-generational, it’s very much based on strong relationships. It’s all new and it’s hugely 
exciting.”  
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Viticulture & Winemaking  

The Araujos own and farm around 50 acres of vineyards from several sites situated in the 
St. Helena, Oakville and Oak Knoll AVAs of the Napa Valley. These biodynamic 
vineyards are planted with both Cabernet Sauvignon and Sauvignon Blanc grapes.  

 

Daphne explains that the reasoning behind their move to responsible viticultural practices 
was initially based on wanting to provide a healthier environment for the vines, their teams, 
but also for themselves. “We have always lived and worked on our properties, surrounded by our vines, so 
it is just inconceivable for me to use harmful products. Our move to biodynamics was inspired by great wineries 
around the world that we respect and admire, such as Leflaive and Guigal, to name but two. It comes as no 
surprise to me that the land, the vines and the resulting grapes are better, more resilient and, subsequently, more 
interesting. We remain convinced that respecting nature is both sensible and smart. With these new vineyards, we 
were able to start off biodynamic right from the start, which is a great advantage.”  

 

Somewhat surprisingly, the homegrown fruit isn’t automatically selected for the final blend. 
As Bart explains, “We use some fruit from our vineyards for Accendo, but it is by no means systematic. It is 
all about the overall blend and complexity of the wine and this changes from one vintage to the next.” 

 

The Araujo objective with Accendo is to source grapes from some of the finest vineyard 
sites and terroirs within the Napa Valley. They currently source grapes from five different 
families, with more scheduled to join the fold in the future, however, organic and 
biodynamic certification is rare in the valley, so how does this sit with their firm beliefs on 
farming? As Bart explains, “Our partners might not hold the certification, but they are some of the most 
rigorous, impressive grape growers that we’ve seen. They’re more interested in the grapes than the paperwork. At 
the end of the day, we’re all striving to make the very best wines possible and the fruit speaks for itself.” 
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The Accendo team has an uncompromising and meticulous approach in the vineyard, 
meeting weekly with the vineyard managers to observe the vines, row by row, and discuss 
how to deal with any issues that may arise. Vineyards are sub-divided into multiple lots, and 
different barrel and fermentation regimes are chosen accordingly to allow the best 
expression of each parcel. As an example, their 2016 Cabernet Sauvignon is made from ten 
lots, sourced from six different vineyards.  

 

As Bart concludes, “It's a delicate balance. It’s all about mutual respect and our shared desire to make the 
very best wines possible. Negotiations and agreements need to be fair, on both sides, so that everyone feels respected 
and valued. Our inspiration comes from the land, its history and the growers with whom we are lucky enough to 
work. We firmly believe that by blending all of these elements, we are taking our winemaking to the next level.” 

  

Accendo : to kindle, illuminate, inflame, arouse.  

 


